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Soccer team ends eight-game winless streak

Football team suffers its fifth loss
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Thieves find campus garages easy take
By Da% id Leland
Daily staff writer
An epidemic of burglaries that has netted thieves
nearly $11,000 in property is plaguing the three campus
parking garages.
University Police has issued fliers to the dormitories,
which alerted students of the thefts and asked for their
help.
Since Sept. 1 there have been 38 vehicle break-ins
with 32 of those reported after Oct. 3, according to UPD.
"The most heavily hit area appears to be the second
and third floors of the south garage (Seventh Street)," Of-

ficer Ed Anderson said.
"Almost all ol the rip-offs are window smashing," AnThere has been $10,968 in stolen property reported to derson said. "There is also damage from the thieves cutpolice. The most common items stolen are car stereos, ting the tops of convertibles and prying car doors open (to
equalizers and other stereo equipment, according to An- gain entry)."
derson.
Alvares reported that the burglars did $200-3300 worth
Sophomore Mark Alvares, 20, a Hoover Hall resident, of damage when they ripped-up his dash getting the stehad his $275 Kenwood stereo stolen last Wednesday morn- reo out. The electrical system is totally shot, he said.
ing. He was parked in the Seventh Street Garage.
Last Wednesday morning, after being alerted by a pe"I plan to put a lousy stereo in the car," he said. destrian. UPD surprised three males in the south garage
"That way maybe no one will steal it."
who were carrying a bag of tools. The men ran out of the
There has also been $4,058 in property damage to the garage and disappeared into the neighborhood, but not
cars.
before they had burg arized 22 cars, according to UPD.

I’lic thiews
two screwdrivers, an exacto-kinie
and a sleeping bag they used to muffle the sound of the
breaking glass in his car. Alvares said.
AS a result of this incident, UPD posted fliers in the
dormitories to warn students of the thefts and to ask for
their cooperation.
"Most students do not go to their car every night,
Anderson said. "And most of the burglaries happen sometime overnight."
Along with asking the students to remove all of the
continued on page 3

University may sue
broadcasting firm
By Eugene Castillo
Daily staff writer
Legal action may be taken against
ROWW enterprises for possible breach of
contract with SJSU, Athletic Director Lynn
Eilefson said.
ROWW enterprises, who purchased SJSU
and Santa Clara University’s broadcasting
rights this spring, had arranged a deal with
the San Jose radio station KHTI’ to broadcast
the 1985-86 basketball season of both universities.
But in a recent move, ROWW decided to
pull out of the agreement. ROWW enterprises
is a first-year company that buys the radio
broadcasting rights of college sports programs and sells them to local radio stations.
Eilefson said Wayne Welk, one of
ROWW’s co-founders had called him early
last week to inform him of the pullout. Their
reason for the pullout. Eilefson said, was that
ROWW was not able to sell enough advertising to make it financially attractive to them.
SCU’s Acting Athletic Director Dan Currey said Welk gave him a vague reason for
the pullout.
’’He would not really say why," Currey
said."But as I understand it, ROWW enterprise is going belly up."
Welk would not comment on whether
ROWW was having financial problems.
KHTT Business Manager Kay Hickey
said the promoter pulled out because of a lack
of advertising.
continued on page 3

’(The price of
SJSU’s basketball
broadcasting rights) was
substantial to continue
investigation of possible
legal action.’
Lynn Eilefson,
athletic director

Remodeling slowed
Games Area two weeks behind schedule
Ron Cockerille - Daily staff photographer
Puledi Sham, an exile, explains to Friday’s rally (TIM 11 he problems faced by black South Africans

Speakers denounce apartheid
By Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer
More than 100 people listened as antiapartheid speakers urged divestment of
U.S. corporations in South Africa, an end to
the apartheid regime there and an end to
oppression and racism everywhere.
In a symbolic show of solidarity, many
audience members donned sashes bearing
the names of political prisoners detained by
South African police and sat quietly at the
rally sponsored by the Mandela Coalition
and Students for Peace in the Student
Union Amphitheater Friday.
"Oppression anywhere is a plight
against oppression everywhere," SJSU student Akubundu Amazu said. He said we
must understand that apartheid exists in
America, Ireland and "Palestine," and
recognize that although apartheid is the
form oppression has taken, the real enemy

is capitalism "a land -grabbing, bloodsucking system that will sap your energy."
Amazu said divestment must be taken
out of the "realm of dollars and cents" and
put into the "realm of our essence of being,
of our service to humanity, our working for
truth and justice."
He urged audience members to use
their energy to divest the ignorance that exists in America today "because that too
supports the system of racism and oppression. Because as long as the people are ignorant they cannot act, but once politically
educated and made conscious of what the
people are for, the people will act."
Rusty Smith, representing the Committee for Justice for Melvin Truss, a 17-yearold who was killed by a San Jose policeman
in July, also urged listeners to relate the
theme of oppression in South Africa to racism in America today.

Smith said apartheid in South Africa
and racism in America are bound by the
fact that "both are political in form, but
economic in essence since both originated
from desires of an employing group to create a desperate and cheap source of labor.
Afro-American Studies Chairwoman
Carlene Young said western powers must
choose sides because "The government in
power isn’t going to be there much longer."
Puledi Shoba, an exiled member of the
outlawed Pan-African Congress, said "The
struggle is no longer a peaceful struggle,
but a bloody struggle and will continue until
we achieve victory."
Participants in the rally were scheduled to march to a downtown Bank of
America in protest of SJSU bank accounts
tied to South Africa. The march was
cancelled because not enough people agreed to participate.

By Tyrone van Hooydonk
Daily staff writer
The partial remodeling of the Student
Union Games Area will not be finished by its
second scheduled completion date today, said
Terry Gregory, Student Union recreation director.
SUGALAND, in the basement of the S.U.,
is not completed because its new doors for the
main entrance and fire exits did not fit in
their frames and because a fluorescent light
and some ceiling materials were not shipped
on time, Gregory said.
"All of the holdups are with subcontractors and materials," Gregory said. "The contractor on the job is (the) Ray Wilson Co., but
all of those things we’re waiting (for) come
from their suppliers."
Gregory did not have the names of the
subcontractors. The project foreman, Larry
Fulk, declined to name them.
The first scheduled completion date was
Sept .27.
The doors would not fit because their
hinges did not match the hinge relief cutouts
on the door frames, Gregory said. Brickwork
around the frames cannot be done until the
doors are installed.
"They sent the wrong door frames
twice," Fulk said.
The custom-made fluorescent light,

called a "super -tube,- was scheduled for
shipping Friday, Gregory said. The light will
form an arch around the entrance to the new
video game area and comes from the East
Coi.st, he said.
"Somebody told me they weren’t shipped
because of (an ) East Coast hurricane," Fulk
said.
A new lighted ceiling will hang from steel
wires between the walls over the new video
game area, but a frame around the structure
was also not shipped.
The ceiling’s first frame did not fit. Fulk
said. It was too small and allowed too much
space between the ceiling and the wall so that
electrical wires were visible.
"I’m hoping (the remodeling) is done by
the 21st (of October)," Gregory said. "Who
knows what can come up between now and
then. The honest -to-goodness truth is that
they’ll be pushing it to get done by the 21st."
Gregory said after the construction is finished, the cleanup will involve shampooing
carpets and stripping floors and will take several days.
When finished, SUGALAND will hay(
four pingpong tables. 10 pool tables, the nev,
video game area and a new snack bar.
continued on page 3

Faculty members seek input into doctoral program
’We get perturbed
when something is proposed and
we have no opportunity for
input.’

Ruth Yaffe,
faculty senator

By Herb Muktarian
Daily staff writer
Open hearings on a controversial state-wide senate
resolution opposing the creation of a doctoral program in
the California State University system are scheduled for
two separate Academic Senate committee meetings
today.
Ruth Yaffe, chemistry professor and chairwoman of
the Curriculum Committee, said the Academic Senate is
trying to give faculty a chance to speak on the issue.
The open hearings will be during the Curriculum
Committee meeting from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the Administration Building, room 167, and the Financial and Student Affairs Committee meeting from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in the
Faculty Office Building, room 104.

"The notice we received from the State (CSU) Aca,
demic Senate did not give us much time to survey the
campus," Yaffe said.
"We get perturbed when something is proposed and
we have no opportunity for input," she said.
The system -wide academic senate has sent a letter to
the academic senate of each university, explaining that
the state-wide senate opposes the creation of a doctoral
program in the CSU. The letter also urges that all references to doctoral programs be eliminated from the CSU
Mission Statement, a list of goals the CSU is in the process
of setting up.
This recommendatinn has elicited varied opinion
among SJSU faculty members

Helmer Nielsen, mechanical engineering professor,
said that the state-wide senate’s resolution is negative
and totally out of keeping with the university.
The resolution states that the University of California
system is the research oriented side of higher education
in California, and is better equipped to offer doctoral programs.
"1 doubt that very much," Nielsen said. "We have an
equal faculty with equal abilities. . . it is just that our
time is taken up by other things."
The resolution states, ’’The offering of doctoral programs is known to require financial and other resources
continued on page 3
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Censorship covered in history
The Washington ladies want music labels. That way,
they will know exactly which music has the imprimatur of
purity. They need to have this knowledge because as concerned parents they want to control the lurid, vulgar and
occult messages in rock music
Their intentions are probably noble. After all, one involved congressman’s wife has five children. Obviously,
she knows about children.
But do she and her cohorts know how long the debate
over music has been going on? And what at least one of
the greatest minds in history had to say about it?
"The next thing for us to do is to track down, like dogs

What we need is more laws, and sanctified music.
But there is a continual innovation in music which unless checked by laws never remains the same as in the
Egyptian experiment.
Music requires the most careful treatment
"It’s laughable that the great mob considers itself capable of knowing what is good harmony and good
rhythm," the philosopher continued.
How true!
"The songs and dances should be ordained thus:
There should be no hesitation to pick out from these what
is fitting and harmonious for the political regime. To
make the choice among these, examiners should be selected who are not younger than 50 years of age."
But here is where the publication of the words for all
to see, and the labels firmly affixed to the jacket serve
their purpose, or the purposes of those who want to make
decisions for us.
Back to the congressional ladies through a circuitous
route from ancient Egyptian laws and the philosophy of
the Greeks. Ah, full circle.
The selection of the judges belongs to the educator
and the other guardians of the laws. These will have the
prize of being the only ones who may have freedom of
speech in musical compositions, while the others will lack
this privilege.
We’ve simply come too far to turn our decision making over to a small group of purists. Some may say that
sniffing out prey, what is fine in posture, tune, song, and we have gone too far, but no one should be willing to abdidance," Plato wrote.
cate his role as keeper of his own decisions and thoughts.
In ancient Egypt lists of "acceptable" songs were And no society should have the right to determine what is
made and published in their temples. Artists were not al- read or listened to unless it wants to take a giant step
lowed to make innovations or think up things that were backward.
different from the ancestral.
These are not profound statements. What is profound
As a result, music never progressed, he said.
is the kind of society envisioned by Plato. His method for
"This much about the music is true and worthy of curing the ills of human nature can be found in his "Rethought: it was possible to be firm about such things, and public." His totalitarian system would only allow certain
mandate in law which songs are by nature correct. If Dionesian modes to be heard by the youth. All other tones
someone could grasp in any way what is correct in these were too provocative.
things, he ought boldly to order it into law."
Provocation of any kind is unthinkable in a totalitaHowever, to determine what is correct requires the rian system.
work of a god or someone divine, Plato said.
Perhaps the little ladies of the club should read the
First Amendment, H has been discussed there too.
Aha! At last we have it.

Laura
Cronin

11-lE
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Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write let

Alison
Ziganti
Wrong. A common gripe heard along department
stores from sea to shining sea is that Christmas promotions begin too soon. And sooner every year, I might add.
Last year, we consumers were a bit suprisecl to see
Christmas ornaments and holiday items go up and season
catalogs mailed out right before Halloween. In 1983, the
merchandise went out just after Halloween.
What’s going to happen in say, 20 years? Must we ex-

plain to our children the meaning of Christmas on the
Fourth of July? Will we keep a permanent copy of "The
Night Before Christmas" in the vicinity of our children’s
beds so we can read it to them every night?
It’s also rather amusing see the serious Christmas
shopper running frantically from store to store desperately trying to find a sale that couldn’t be found during the
holiday season. Does this person enjoy shopping early? It
would be assumed that she doesn’t.
Some of the best Christmas feelings come when bundled-up shoppers join the mall crowd to seek out just the
right present for that special someone. The crowds somewhat add to the cheeriness of the season.
In the past, department stores would close Thanksgiving Day and hire extra help to decorate for the upcoming crowds. After all, the the biggest shopping day of the
year is the day after Thanksgiving. What ever happened
to this seasoned tradition?
Well, once again, department stores have jumped the
gun with their Christmas marketing. Saks Fifth Avenue
and The Emporium, notorious for their pre-Christmas
promotions, now are fully equipped with everything you
need to make this Christmas a merry one. Neiman Marcus has had its "Christmas Boutique" operating for more
than two weeks.
If that’s not bad enough, some stores offer Christmas
sales even earlier in the year. Remember that tire store
that used to promote the holidays in July? No, not the holiday that we shoot off fireworks to celebrate our independence. It was the one where the fat man comes down the
chimney to give us lots of presents. You know that one.
Stupidly dressed in a Santa suit, the announcer says,
"HO, ho, ho. it’s Christmas in July and everything’s on

All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature
major. phone number and class standing. Phone nun,
bers and anonymous letters will not be printed.
The opinions appearing on the forum page are the
opinions of the individual writer. The editorials appearing
on this page are the opinions of the editorial board of the
Daily. The views expressed do not represent the state or
the university.
Deliver letters to the Daily office, on the second
floor of Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 208. or at the information center on the first floor of the Student Union.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel
and length.

Hoops is a nice guy when he’s sober

p.o.e.., wan ...-

runny -nosed pledge at Delta Upsilon. It is no secret that
brother Hoops has a somewhat low tolerance with strong
drink t I remember the night that he got his hands on a
California Cooler and had lobe restrained with hand-cuffs
and duct tape), but that should not be used against him.
All that I am asking for is some justice for this poor,
miserable, perverted cretin.

(AtiR APARINEID

Stew Hintz
Sophomore
Journalism

J.G.
Griswold
Four more years

sale." Just what I wanted to get my mom for
Christmas ..a new set of Michelin radials. The only problem is where would I store them in the meantime?
The bottom Ifie is that we haven’t even recovered
from summer yet and we’re certainly not ready to start
thinking about Christmas already. Department store promotional managers should hold back their tremendous
urge to extend Christmas as an ongoing affair. After all,
there is such a thing as holiday burnout and I think I’m
getting it sooner and sooner every year.

Letters to the Editor
Editor,
I read with horror Connie Gerlock’s reply to Leonard
Hoops’ "It can happen to you" column. How, I thought,
could something like this have happened to such a righteous and pure member of the journalistic community?
Her comment on Leonard’s fraternal affiliation was a
blow to those of us that call this dear boy our brother
I would like to forever remember the good times we
shared together when Leonard was nothing more than a

Between the Lines

ters.

’Twas nearly six months before Christmas, and. .
Ho ho ho! It’s Christmas time in October and department stores are already going all out to promote the season of good tidings.
The purpose behind this premature promotion? Sales.
The sooner the merchandise and catalogs get within
reach of the consumer, the sooner the stores can get rid of
the seasonal items that clutter up the shelves.
Buy, buy, buy, sell, sell, sell. It’s all for a good cause
to help us get our shopping out of the way early, right?

Cis..h4e401,4

U.S. should correct injustices
Editor,
While reading Rob Gibbany’s column ("No more condoning of terrorism," Oct.10), I could not help but chuckle
at more than one of his statements.
Overall, I felt that his statement concerning Israel
and its being "amazingly free of terrorism" brought the
most humor to my day. Israel became a state through the
use of terrorism. Israel practices terrorism today
through the bombing of other Arab countries, denying
representation to Arab peoples in an occupied territory
and through mass arrests, detention and destruction of
suspected terrorists’ homes.
All of these policies, which try to force Israeli will
upon the Arab population are directly financed by U.S.
subsidies to the Israeli government. Our money finances
an Israeli expansionist policy that includes very little negotiation with her Arab neighbors. We are responsible for
Israeli policy and the Arabs have the right to protect
themselves from us.
Mr. Gibbany tries to elevate his manhood by asking
us if "these brave soldiers will overtake a convent of
nuns?" I would like to see how Mr. Gibbany would battle
the most powerful nation on earth. Perhaps he would be
foolish enough to point a rifle at a nuclear-tipped missile
and declare war.
The Arab population is trying to achieve what it feels
is justice. Some people may not agree with their ideas,
but everyone has the right to protect his livelihood. As citizens of the U.S., we are being held responsible for the polilicies we support. Our policies should he ones of correcting injustices, not creating them
Craig Van De Vooren
Junior
International husines,

DEMOCRATS FOAMED at the mouth
THE
last month when President Reagan suggested
repealing the 22nd Amendment to the
Constitution. However, perhaps they shouldn’t foam
so fast. Such a revision might make our government
more democratic and even efficient something
some public officials have a hard time
accomplishing.
In case you don’t know what that amendment is,
don’t feel had. Even a confused woman from the
White House’s Media Relations Office wasn’t aware
of Reagan’s comments. The woman, who didn’t
want to give her name, needed a brief civic lesson.
The 22nd Amendment limits a president’s terms he
can serve to two. The woman later called back and
said the president did make the remarks but he
prefaced it by saying he wasn’t interested in seeking
a third term.
When other area Washington leaders’ offices
were contacted, they also gave confused responses
"He did?" "What’s that amendment again?"
It was passed out of revolt to FDR’s
unprecedented four terms in office. The passage of
this amendment was supported by Reagan’s party,
who at the time felt no president should enjoy such
power for so long.
Today, Democrats, such as Rep. Don Edwards
of San Jose, think presidents already have too much
power, citing the president’s ability to manipulate
the public through his access to the news media.
"I would be dead set against repealing it," said
Edwards, chairman of the House committee that
reviews all constitutional changes. Stopping short of
calling Reagan incompetent, the congressman said
he would never allow such an amendment to pass
through his committee.
If he had his way. Edwards would pass an
amendment which would require presidents to be
competent, thus keeping "Hollywood actors" out of
the White House. ale didn’t say anything about
peanut farmers.)
Edwards said that although he doesn’t think the
public is stupid, he thinks that they can be misled by
the president who can get on the tube whenever he
feels like it.
Come on Edwards, don’t you think the public,
which has elected you to office for more than two
terms, knows when it’s being snowed by a
politician? They certainly had no problem deciding
that the last Democratic president wasn’t worthy of
a second term.
The voters should be allowed to elect a person to
any position in government as many times as they
think the individual deserves.
ADDITION, it is better to keep a proven
leader in the White House than to have to decide
IN
between two unknowns. Are we ready for a
former senator from Tennesee or for a well-spoken
governor from New York two unknown variables
to lead this country into the 1990s?
If anything good can be said about FDR’s
unprecendented four terms, it demonstrated that a
solid leader was quite beneficial to the country
during its time of crisis.
Some political scientists, such as SJSU Prof
Roy Young, say that if this country ever got into a
similar situation as we did in the ’30s and ’40s,
Edwards and others would be quick to turn around.
However, these same political scientists note that
such a catalyst is needed before the amendment will
be repealed.
Until then, Americans will be forced to endure
the pain of having to give up good leaders and
having to chose from a group of unproven
!ndividuals.
"Between the Lines" is a column written by the
editors, and it appears Mondays. J.G. Griswold is the
news editor.
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Radio enterprise
may face lawsuit
continued from page I
SJSU and KHTT are still trying
to arrange a meeting in an unofficial
capacity to discuss the problem.
"We’re just setting up arrangements at this time," Eilefson
said."But the first game is Nov. 25,
time is short."
Gary Rodriguez, general manager of KHTT, said he could not comment on the subject because negotiations were still going on.
Since the announcement of the
collapse of the KHTT broadcast, Eilefson has had calls from two other
stations and one independent producer about airing S’JSU’s basketball
program.
"At this time I am not at liberty
to disclose which two stations have
called," Eilefson said.
Eilefson said they will review the
contract from a legal standpoint to
see if ROWW’s pull out warrants any
action. SJSU received other bids
when ROWW made theirs, thus there
was a legal binding contract. Eilefson said.
Currey said they were also talking to their attorneys concerning possible legal action.
"We have not made any decisions yet," Currey said. "It’s up to
our attorneys."
Welk also called Currey early
last week and informed him that they
would not be able to provide radio
coverage for SCU basketball program for the 1985-86 season.
Currey said Welk apologized
"profusely" during the conversation.
Both athletic directors were
asked the price of each schools’

Faculty to speak out
on doctoral program

Mind blowing

continued from page 3
which are not currently provided," to
the CSU.
Anthony Moye, associate vicechancellor for educational programs,
said that the only doctoral programs
authorized in the CSU are those that
are done jointly with U.C. or other independent institutions,
Nielsen said that Stanford or
U.C., for example, fund their own
doctoral programs through research.
He said that a doctoral program
would bring millions of dollars in research money to the CSU.
Peter Buzanski, history professor, said that he has not heard anyone
address the issue of funding.
Yaffe said that funding is "one
desperate concern of many people."
"We must not start something
without adequate funding," she said.
"We would have to reduce teaching loads, We would need a graduate
library, teaching assistants, students
for the program and funds,"
Buzanski said. "I have not seen anything about funding."
Buzanski said that doctorates in
individual fields, such as education
or zoology, would accumulate "one
by one through the back door."

broadcasting rights. hut both declined to comment .
"That’s confidential, " Eilefson
said. "But it was substantial to continue investigation of possible legal
action."
"I’d rather not say." Currey
said.
KSJS General Manager Joel Wyrick said the station had planned on
covering all Spartan home games
even before the contract had been
drawn up. With the collapse of the
radio deal, KSJS is looking Inward to
covering more games not held on
campus.
"We might cover more away
games," Wyrick said. "But we might
have to go up to the alumni association and ask for some money."
Wyrick said that KSJS will benefit from this arrangement by being
the only station to cover men’s basketball for SJSU.
"It adds to listenership" Wyrick
said."There’s no competition."
Wrick said the difference between our coverage and a commercial radio station is the sound quality.
"Commercial stations sound better," Wyrick said."I’ll be first to
admit it."
KSJS Sports Director Tom Castellano had mixed feelings about the
collapse of the radio deal.
"First, I feel great for being the
sole promoter," Castellano said.
"But then I feel bad for the basketball program not having commercial
coverage."
Eilefson had expressed hope that
KSJS would cover SJSU no matter
what has happened.
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continued from page I
valuables from their cars, UPD is advising to park in perimeter spaces
visible from the street and to use the
blue phones to report suspicious people.
Alvares said the UPD should
take more responsibility instead of
relying on the students. He suggested
more patrols in the parking lots.
"I took every precaution necessary," Alvares said. "There is
nothing you can do if they are going
to smash the windows."
Alvares said he had removed the
knobs off of the door latches to prevent theft.
"The thieves had to reach outside.
the door to let themselves out," hi.
said.

Shannon Rasmussen,

Tyrone von Hooydorik.

Macy’s on-campus employment testing

Ken Lam Special to the Daily
An unidentified, but patriotic student pauses in front of
the fountain near Morris Dailey Auditorium. Perhaps he
is just clearing his head after cramming for a’ midterm
exam or some other equally taxing experience.
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15% off all SHOES & PURSES
with STUDENT I.D.

EEL SKIN PURSES
Specializing In Handbags.
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Boots, Orthopedic Work
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r
for 1
1st pair regkprice
3ad pair FREE
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1
FREE
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THE COBBLER SHOPPE
SHOE REPAIR & SALES
In The PRUNEYARD
408-559-8890

STUDENTS ONLY
3 months for $9900
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12:30-1:30
2:30-3:30

AdvERTisE 277-3171,
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SIGMA CHI
Congratulates
Its Spring
1985 Pledges
Brad Aragon
Steve Barlow
Brandon Beecher
Greg Boot
John Churilto
Robert Clarey
Andrew Estaban
Brian Hayes
Todd Haynes

Dave Hober
Jerry Lovatt
Rich Masino
Phil McAvoy
Mike Montoya
Scott Nanik
Paul Siete
Dave Truhe
Paul Woodley

;Tem’
Stems Meeting
Wednesday Night 8100 pm
at Sigma Chi, 284 So, 10th St
For More Information Call 279-9601

‘

BEYOND 9 TO 5

Dawd

Ken P Pointed. Mie Schneider. Stu

Gene Haack.

viacy’s will be testing on-campus for Christmas
employment in our Valley Fair, Oakridge, and
Eastridge stores. Come by if you are interested in
snaking some extra Christmas money and earning
a discount on the gifts you purchase.

.01

Richard ilaro. Grew.,

V

Ron Cockenlie

Mingatet

Moye said that the state-wide
senate is currently feeling out the
campuses on the issue. "There is no
point in even discussing it, if the faculty does not support it," he said.
"There is quite a division of
view," on the issue, Yaffe said

CHRISTMAS
IN OCTOBER???

Wenstrom Almon bgerin

Rocker

said, "The chancellor’s office is seriously putting forth the proposal that
the CSU develop a doctoral program
independent of the U.C.
"The doctorates would be in
areas not currently covered by the
U.C., ;and) areas that the U.C. has no
interest in, for example Math Education."
Pimental said many faculty are
cautious. They want to make certain
that adequate funding is forthcoming, he said.

Anne

P1101011MPROM
Hebei

Buzanski,

history professor

Ray Pimental, foreign languages
professor and state-wide senator,

Alvares said that Wednesdi.ts
was the first night that he had not
parked in a lighted area of the garage.
Police have no suspects in the
burglaries.

Spandau Julie Telmer. Jac. Fortichen. Scott
Van Cann,

Peter

Patricia Pane. Steve Pm.

Herb Muktanan
John Ramos.

Theft up
in garages

Aaron Crowe

Aseistimi City Editor

Feature

dents," Gregory said "On the other
hand, I guess I would much rather
they end up being a couple weeks late
and doing the job well than piecing it
together real fast."
Gregory said the construction job
was placed on a tight schedule because the Student Union Board of Directors approved the project during
finals week last semester.
"We knew (we would) be lucky if
we got it started by mid-August,"
Gregory said.
SUGALAND clerk Giang Lamb
estimated that about 80 players
usually use the pool tables on the
weekend and about 40 use them each
weekday.
He said the pingpong tables are
usually used by about 30 players each
weekday.
At the Sept. 24 SUBOD meeting.
S.U. Director Ron Barrrett reported
that the project is within the board’s
original SUGALAND allocation of
$141,820.

’We would have to
reduce teaching
loads. We would need
a graduate library,
teaching assistants,
students for the
program and funds.’

"We should single out one or two
specialized doctorates and have one
or two campuses offer it," Buzanski
said.

Late and faulty supplies
slow remodeling plans
continued from page I
Bowlers and video game players
have been able to use the games area
during the construction but the area
for pool and pingpong players has
been closed.
"In one sense I’m kind of disappointed we didn’t get it done by the
27th (September) because it’s a tremendous inconvenience to the stu-
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Soccer team victory
ends winless streak

Red in the face

By Scott Van Kamp
Daily staff writer
The SJSU soccer team breathed
a collective sigh of relief at Spartan
Field Saturday, as they beat St.
Mary’s 1-0, ending an eight game
winless streak.
The Spartan record stands at 4-72, 1-1 in the Pacific Soccer Conference. St. Mary’s fell to 2-9-2, 1-2 in the
PSC.
Even though the win came
against a team with a worse record
than the Spartans, the players were
excited with the victory.
"Hopefully this will get us back
on the winning track." junior Larry
Norris said.
According to SJSU coach Julius
Menendez, a change in strategy may
have given the Spartans an advantage over the Gaels.
"Today we played with two strikers instead of just one," Menendez.
"It gave us more opportunities, and it
confused their defense."
The Spartans also had the help of
the wind, which was at their backs
for the second half.
"We knew if we could hold them
out of our goal in the first half, we
would have an advantage with the
wind in the second," Norris said.
The Spartan strategy worked, as
they were able to control the first half
tempo and keep the Gaels from scoring.
In the second half, forward Ingi
Ingason scored the lone goal past
Gael goalie Randall Smith at the 47minute mark on a pass from Rich
Ken P Ruinard

Rollins.
"I just saw the goalie come out
and I put it past him," Ingason said.
The goal made Ingason the top
scorer on the Spartans with six goals
to Scott Chase’s five.
Despite scoring just one goal,
Rollins said the Spartans displayed a
good offense, for a change.
"We moved the ball well today,"
Rollins said. "In the last few games
most of our shots have been from 35
yards out Today we were working
the ball close to the goal. The junior back said the team
had extra incentive coming into the
game with the Gaels.
"The coach told us that last year
we lost to St. Mary’s for the first time
in his coaching career, and he didn’t
want to lose to them again," Rollins
said.
The Spartans lost to the Gaels 3-2
in 1984, after beating them six
straight years.
Goalie Jerry Nelson, giving regular starter Joe Gangale a rest, had
four saves.
Even though the Spartans will
face tougher opponents like California, Fresno State and University of
San Francisco in the coming weeks,
Rollins didn’t want to downplay Saturday’s win.
"I don’t care what anyone says,
we’re riding high right now," he said.
"Our main concern is getting over
MO. We had a losing season last year
and we don’t want another one."
The Spartans face Santa Clara
University at Buck Shaw Stadium on
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s Christa Cook (left) and Barbara Higgins try for a save in the Spartan’s loss against Stanford Friday night

LINES

Cardinal whips SJSU at Stanford
By Anne Spandau
Daily staff writer
The SJSU volleyball team, with
13 hitting errors to its credit, fell
apart against the No. 1 Stanford Cardinal Friday night.
"We got beat real bad," assistant
coach John Corbelli said. "Against a
team like Stanford. you can’t fall
apart."
The No. 4 Spartans lost 12-15, 515, 7-1911E"MaplOs Pavilion. SJSU is
now 13-3 and Stanford is 14-0.
Stanford coach Don Shaw was
surprised with the Spartans performance.
"They had a tough time passing
the ball, and didn’t look like they
were able to run their offense," Shaw
said.
Corbelli said SJSU was on the defensive all ,night and, therefore,
couldn’t score.
"Whenever our passing broke
down, we lost the game," he said.
"They blocked so well because we
passed so bad. Stanford played a
great game."
"We were prepared pretty well
mentally and generally we did pretty
well," Shaw said. "We’re a team that
has to have all the ingredients going
and tonight we did."
The Spartans will have a chance
to get back on the winning side of the
net when they face Duke University
tonight at 7:30 in Spartan Gym.
The Spartans came out strong in
the first game, according to Corbelli.
and led 9-6 at one point. That was the
last time SJSU would have a lead in
the match. Stanford came back on
kills by three-time, All-American
Kim Oden and setter Wendi Rush.
In the second game. SJSU never
came up for air. Stanford took a 4-0
lead before SJSU’s Lisa Ice recorded
a kill and Oden had an error to give
the Spartans their first point of the

N\o\xxxx
\
\

game. The score was as close as 5-7 and a .333 hitting percentage. Rush
on a kill by middle blocker Barbara had 44 assists and a .431 setting perHiggins, but SJSU didn’t score an- centage.
other point in the game.
"Mentally we were fine tonight
The Spartans kept the third game and that has been a problem in the
close for awhile. After another kill by past," Corbelli said. "We see some
Higgins the game was tied at 4-4, but physical problems we need to work
Stanford pulled away with the score on in practice."
8-6 and allowed SJSU to score only
He also said this gives the Spiii
one other point.
SJSU’s coaches had some prob- Jano a good indication of how they
lems with one of the outside hitting measure up to the nation’s number
positions. Julie Braymen started, one team.
Gina Watson came in the second
"Now we know where we stand
game, and Kim Hicks finished up in against Stanford." he said. "We were
the position in third game.
always guessing before. We got a
"We were looking for someone to little over -confident after playing
play that spot," Corbelli said. "We teams of lesser caliber."
couldn’t handle them when they were
Generally, when a team loses to a
blocking."
Ice led the Spartans with 14 kills higher ranked team it doesn’t affect
the standings in the polls. According
and a .278 hitting percentage. Higgins
was next with 7 kills and a .217 hitting to SJSU head coach Dick Montgompercentage. She also had one solo ery, the Spartans could afford to lose
block. Setter Teri DeBusk had 29 as- to Stanford because it is ranked
higher.
sists for a .296 setting percentage.
Oden led Stanford with 14 kills
SJSU has not beaten Stanford

GRIFFON COMPUTER INC.
APPLE
COMMODORE
IBM
MACINTOSH

* PRINTERS
* MONITORS
* MEMORY EXPANSION

Hours Tues-Sat 11-8, Sun 12-6
360 E. CAMPBELL AVE., CAMPBELL, CA 95008 370-2626

\\\\\Tr7S777777-1:\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\
\

\
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& Tuesday, OCT. 14 & 15
10:00 am
- 4:00 pm
STUDENT UNION MAIN LEVF.I.

-1

20% OFF
All new and used books

RECYCLE

BOOK
STORE

Open 7 days a week
138 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA
286-6275

/
8:00 PM.
SJSU Dance Studio Theatre
Rm. # SPX 219
$6.00 STU/$8.00 GEN
LIMITED SEATING

ADVANCE

TICKETS SUGGESTED

BOARD
PROGRAM
______
- olualz.

All tickets available
it the A S. Business Office and at the door
Information on all shows: 277-2807
Funded by Assocrated Students

The merger of computer technology and telecommunications has made
our industry THE growth field for the 80’s and beyond. As a dynamic
company that deals in communications technology, we can offer a
wealth of challenges to graduates in Engineering, Computer Science
Marketing, Finance/Accounting, Business Systems and Human
Resources. With facilities in 14 major U.S. cities, we can probably
match your desires with an area that offers the climate and amenities
you want.

GRAND OPENING
OCT. 15th

41"%ww..00"777"
togu ri.Acil,i7olin rtoi,UAL

SALE

-------- .4
Saturday & Sunday.
October 19 & 20/9

Northern Telecom
...A Rational Career Choice

PROGRAMS, PERIPHERALS & REPAIRS
*
*
*
*

since 1978 and this is the second loss
to the Cardinal in volleyball this season. The first loss came in the Spartan Shops Invitational 15-3, 12-15. 715, 15-11, 15-S

\

Since we believe in promotion based on achievement, you can set your
own pace for advancement We offer industry -competitive
compensation and our benefit program ranks among the best in the
industry. Talk to our recruiter during his or her next visit to your
campus We will be happy to answer all of your questions about
locations. project assignments, and our projected growth
See your placement office to schedule an interview with our division
representative from Business Communications Systems/Santa Clara
on campus October 25.
For more information, send a resume or a letter to
Northern Telecom Inc.
Manager, College Relations
Northern Telecom Plaza
200 Athens Way
Nashville, TN 37228-1803
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BOOKSTORFe
SPARTAN SHOPS el iNt .

Service4 our Major..
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SPARTAN BOOKSTORE MACFEST SPECIALS

\

We hire talent
rit northern
telecom

rhese Specials Valid 10/14/85 - 10/19/85 Must Present This Coupon To Recive Discount.
\

\
\

($75.00 OFF 512K BUNDLE
5% OFF ALL MACINTOSH SOFTWARE
CLIP AND SAVE

AIL

\\
\

MANUFACTURING PLANTS & RESEARCH FACILITIES Ann Arbor
MI Atlanta, GA Concord, NH Creedmoor, NC Marlton, NJ
Minneapolis, MN Morton Grove, IL Mountain View, CAS
Dallas, TX San Diego, CA Santa
Nashville. TN Raleigh. NC
Clara, CA West Palm Beach, FL
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Ron Cockerille Dinh/ stall photographer
S.1S1."s K.C. Clark (No. 16) is dragged down by Fresno State defenders in Saturday night’s game. Clark caught two touchdown passes and rushed for 79 yards on 14 carries.

Spartans come up short against Fresno
By Rob Gibban
Daily staff writer
In some ways, Saturday’s game
against Fresno State was the best of
the season for the SJSU football
team.
In the rushing column, for example, the Spartans ran for 256 yards.
Going into the game, SJSU had a
total of 290 rushing yards in its first
five games. The season’s best rushing total was 214 against New Mexico
State in the second game of the season.
That’s the good news.
Now for the bad news: Fresno
State led from early in the second
quarter on its way to a 37-17 victory.
SJSU head coach Claude Gilbert
Said the Spartans, who are now 1-3 in
the PCAA and 1-5 overall, did just
about all they could against the undefeated (2-0,4-0-1) Bulldogs.
"We played much better defensively than we have all year and we
played as hard as we could offensively, but we weren’t quite good
enough to handle their offense," Gilbert said.
The defense was able to handle
the Bulldog offense fairly well in the
STATISTICS
SJSU
FSU
First downs
18
28
4-14
Third down cony.
8-14
Rushes -yards
46-213
39-268
Yards lost rushing
12
12
Net rushing yards
201
256
145
Passing
288
14
Return yards
0
8-28
Comp. -attempts
18-29
2
Had intercepted
Sacks by
0-0
1-6
Punts
2-101
2-77
Fumbles/lost
2-0
1-0
Penalties -yards
11-99
13-99
Total net yards
401
489
Average yards gained
6.5
6.0
1
Missed FGs
0
2328
Possession time
36:32
SJSU
FSU

first half, holding them to just three
field goals of 35.27 and 44 yards.
The Spartans drew first blood
when they took the opening kickoff
and drove 28 yards to set up a 51 -yard
field goal by Tony Brown with 12:13
left in the first quarter. The kick,
Brown’s fifth in seven tries this season, hit the crossbar and wobbled
through the uprights.
That quieted the Bulldog Stadium -record crowd of 34,004. At least
for a while.
Fresno State enjoyed a 9-3 halftime lead and came out fired up to
start the second half, driving 72 yards
to score on a 5-yard run by tailback
Kelly Skipper.
Gilbert gave the credit for the
fast start to the Bulldog offense.
"We weren’t flat," he said. "We
were playing as hard as we could, but
they just took the ball and drove.
They did a good job."
The Bulldogs took over following
an SJSU punt and scored nine plays
later on a 25-yard pass from Kevin
Sweeney to flanker Gene Taylor to
give them a 23-3 lead with 3:10 left in
the third quarter.

against Fresno State helped the Spartans by giving them first downs on
third-and-long plays.
SJSU scored once more, with
8:33 remaining in the game to pull to
within 30-17, but Fresno State ran out
the clock and the Spartans’ hopes,
and scored in the game’s closing seconds on 82-yard run by Skipper.
Despite the loss, Spartan quarterback Doug Allen was pleased with
the effort.
"The coach has been telling us
that we lacked team spirit," said
Allen, who completed 8 of 28 passes
for 145 yards and no touchdowns. He
also was the Spartans’ leading
rusher, with 116 yards in eight carries.
"We had that team spirit today,
but we just came up short on the
scoreboard," he said.
The 145 yards gained through the
air was a far cry from the 311.8 yards
the PCAA passing leaders had aver
aged in their first five games, But
that didn’t bother Allen.

The Spartans struck back
quickly though, scoring 46 seconds
into the fourth quarter on a 3-yard
dive by running back K.C. Clark.
Two personal foul penalties

"The running game is going to
help the passing game in the near future," he said. "This offense I the option ) gives us an advantage because
the defenses have to respect the run
first instead of just sitting there wait -

for 79 yards and two touchdowns. He
also caught one pass for nine yards.
"K.C. did a great job," Gilbert
said. "It’s amazing for him to go in
and play like he did in a game of this
magnitude and against a quality
team."
However, Clark didn’t want to

The best custom-made pizza is
hot, fresh, has real dairy cheese,
an assortment of carefully selected
toppings on a perfect gold
crust...and is delivered to you in
thirty minutes or less.
Domino’s Pizza Delivers:"

ART
330
3 0

S. 1 0 t h

AT

SAN

CARLOS

2860930

The Deluxe

items for the price of 4!
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions,
Green Peppers, & Sausage
5

298-4300
510S 10th

12" Deluxe $ 8.56
16" Deluxe $12.81

Street

926-4200

The Price Destroyer’"

!ft

Limited portions of 9 items for the
price of 5!Pepperoni, Mushrooms
Ham, Ground Beef, Sausage,
Pineapple, Green Peppers, Onions
and Black Olives

2.4
005.N

1909 Tully Road

251-6010

n BOOKSTORE&

take all of the credit.
"I credit my success to my offensive line,- he said. "I have a lot of
confidence in them.
"They’ve been good all year
long. The holes have been there, but I
really don’t feel we’ve had a back to
hit them."

DOMINO’S PIZZA
DELIVERS" FREE.

2648 Alum Rock Ave
Hours:

12" Price Destroyer" $ 9.40
16" Price Destroyer’ $$14 02

1 lam-2am Mon -Sun
10th St. store
ham -lam Sun -Thurs
11am-2am Fn. 8 Sat
Tully Rd. & Alum Rock Av. stores

Additional Items

Ground Beef, Green Peppers, Ham,
Double Cheese, Pepperoni,
Mushrooms, Black Olives, Onions
Sausage, Pineapple, Jalapenos,
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .85 per item
16" pizza $1.25 per item
Free Extra Sauce!
Coke’ /16 oz. bottle, $ .7 5
$ .25 service charge on all
personal checks.
All prices subject to sales tax
Our drivers do not carry
more than $10.00.
Limited delivery areas.

Menu

3 0 014- 17
3 6 14 14 - 37

SCORING SUMMARY
SJSU - Brown 51 FG
FRESNO ST. - Belli 35 FG
FRESNO ST. Beth 27 FG
FRESNO ST. Belli 44 FG
FRESNO ST. Skipper 5 run (Belli kick}
Taylor 25 pass from
FRESNO ST.
Sweeney Meth kick)
SJSU Clark 2 run (Brown kick)
Mosley 5 pass frnn
FRESNO ST.
Sweeney (Belli kick)
SJSU - Clark 5 run (Brown kick)
FRESNO ST Skipper 2 run (Belli kick)
SPARTAN RUSHING
Allen 8-116. Clark 1479. Walker 14
44, Cobarruvias 3 17. Totals 39-256
BULLDOG RUSHING
Skipper 17-80, Williams 10-38, Mosley
737, Sweeney 6-18. Baker 1-15.
Thomas 4-7, Taylor 1-6 Totals 46201.
SPARTAN PASSING
Allen 8 28-2 145 Totals 8,28-2-145.
BULLDOG PASSING
Sweeney 18-29,0,288 Totals 18.29
0-288
SPARTAN RECEIVING
Satterfield 1-46, Walker 4-42. Nash 126, Thomas 1-22. Clark 1-9. Totals 8
145.
BULLDOG RECEIVING
Baker 3-87, Taylor 3-55, Moffitt 2-53.
Wessen 2-35, Skipper 2 19. Mosley 4
17, Pflug 1-17. Williams 1-5 Totals
18-288
ATTENDANCE - 34.004

ing for the pass."
One person who may help force
opposing defenses to respect the
Spartans’ rushing attack is K.C.
Clark, the converted defensive back
who hadn’t played in the offensive
backfield since high school.
Clark carried the ball 14 times

All Pizzas Include Our Special
Blend of Sauce and 49
100% Real Cheese.
Domino’s Pizza Prices
Cheese
1 -item
2 -item
3 -item
4 -item
5 -item

12"
$5.15
$5.99
46.83
$7.67
$13.56
$9.40

16"
$ 7.86
$ 9.02
$1029
$11.55
512.81
$14.02

r - - - - - - - - - - - ...

, 1994 Domino a Pizza. Inc
NO EN INI I= I= =I =I I= INN

$1.00 off any pizza!
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: October 21, 1985
Fast, Free Delivery"
298-4300
510S 10th Street
926-4200
1909 Tully Road

OCTOBER

251-6010
2648 Alum Rock Ave

9-18
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Music and Motion

Men ’musk’ enter
cologne contest

Piano tunes
lift dancers

It) Laura Cronin
Daily staff wrtfer
Musky men unite

Hy Julie Tilsner
Daily man writer
"Demi-plie, arm in first." the
ballet instructor tells the class.
"Turn out from the thighs. Lisa,
not from the knees. "she tells a girl
Twenty figures bend silently,
backs straight, letting the piano
cords tumble lightly over them.
Music rolls across the wooden floor,
lifts the dancers up again, and gently
arches them back in twenty cambres.
Sweet lyrical notes mix with the
precise movements of a discipline
centuries old and carry the silent
class through the regimented barre
and center floor work. At class’ end
the dancers bow to their teacher and
then to their accompanist.
On the right side of the spacious
upstairs dance studio in the Spartan
Complex sits a medium grand piano
that the three accompanists at SJSU
use to bring the dance classes alive.
SJSU is one of only a few academic institutions with the luxury of
accompanists, according to Paulette
Davis, a modern dance and ballet accompanist since 1972.
Dancer Neli Moody -Berne, a creative arts junior, said piano music
adds a vitality to the class that recorded music doesn’t provide. The
music an accompanist plays must fit
the mood of the dancer’s movement,
and accompanists must listen carefully to the teacher for the correct
timing of the exercise.
The bulk of ballet classes involves various exercises designed to
slowly develop the strength, stretch
and coordination needed for the art.
The accompanying music must fit
the timing and quality of the
movement, or it serves no purpose.
Grande battements, a large kicking up of the leg, can’t be done to a
quick little tune. Likewise petit degages don’t need a march.
"Quality to me is like the dancer
and the musician together are painting a picture," Davis said. "The
dancers provide the design, the musicians the color. Together the make
the composition.
The most important thing for an
accompanist is to have the soul of a
dancer."
Modern dance classes have a dif(erent feel to them, Davis said, and
’the music is mostly improvised,
using both piano and percussion sets
to set the mood.
"Modern dance is more rooted to

English Leather Musk men’s
toiletries needs a representative
to do national advertising. Once
again, as in last year’s epic
search, male pulchritude is being
pressed into service.

test, the interested participant
must be an enrolled college or university student. Friends, lovers,
significant others or contestants
"musk" send a color or black and
white photograph taken within the
last six months to Campus Search
for English Leather Musk Man, in
care of the feature editor of the
Spartan Daily.

Campus winners will receive

gift sets of English Leather, but
the national choice gets Coo towards his tuition, an all expense
paid trip to New York for a photo
session with a leading photographer, as well as a selection of merchandise prizes. But the perks
don’t end there.
Like last year’s successful
contestant, Kerry DeGroot, this
year’s choice candidate will appear in English Leather Musk advertising.
DeGroot has appeared in
"Cosmo,"
"People,"
"Life."
"Gentlemen’s Quarterly," "Playgirl," "Mademoiselle," " Penthouse," "Seventeen" and "Glamour" to name some of the
highlights of his modeling career
as the English Leather Musk Man,
To enter this nationwide con-

Photographs must be no
larger than 8 by 10 inches or
smaller than 3 by 5 inches and
should have the name, address,
school and age of the subject on
the back.
The editorial staff of the Spartan Daily will select a Spartan
representative as a finalist for review by a panel of judges selected
by the manufacturer. All selections will be based upon photographic appeal.
All photos must be received at
the Spartan Daily by Nov. 30. All
finalists in the Search for the English Leather Musk Man Contest
must sign a photo consent form.
So let’s hear from the Spartan
hunks. You have a chance to earn
the title of 1986 Musk Man.

*************************
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One of Brianne Ackroyd’s ballet class participants seems to float gracefully through the air
the earth, whereas ballet is more
ethereal," she said. "1 love them
both, though."
"You have to know two styles,"
said Robert Erlebach, an accompanist since 1969 and an SJSU alumnus.
"Ballet music is 95 percent precomposed," he said. "(whereas) you’re
free to express yourself with modern."
Erlebach divides his time between accompaning SJSU dance
classes and being the timpanist
i kettle drums) for the San Jose Symphony. He also teaches a music for
dancers class on campus. He agrees
with Davis that an accompanist must
feel with the dancers.
"You have to try and feel what

the dancers are doing physically and
try to match it with music and mood
content," he said.
Ballet instructor Brianne Ackroyd said the accompanist can be
inspiring.
"As dancers, we use our bodies
as our instruments. Our accompanist
is so special because he finds the
music that allows us to use those instruments," Ackroyd said.
Although accompanists must be
competent musicians, dogmatic technicians need not apply, Davis said.
"What’s the use of having a live musician if they don’t have the soul?"
she said.
Dancers disperse

from

their

*

ranks. shaking out aching legs and
feet. Some leave immediately, others
take down their hair and laugh with
each other, commenting on today’s
impossible step. The accompanist
sits a moment and thinks, letting
remnants of notes drift from his
head. His hands are warm. He slowly
rises from the bench, draping the
dust cloth over the piano again. Gathering up his music, he walks across
the now emptied studio, remembering a melody like the squeaking of
his footsteps on the wooden floor.
The studio stands empty but for
the piano and the sun beams through
the windows. The next class is in an
hour.
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If there’s one thing
students have always needed.
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA -35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
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usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books
like present and future value

A powerNI ,
and balloon payments.
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the BA-35 Student Io
t
/
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Creating useful products
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and services for you.
a book that follows most
business course’s: the Businos
Analyst Guidehnok. Business
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to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
calculations, amori
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To include your information in
Spartaguide, visit the Daily office in
Room 208, second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.

p.m. in room 222 (group-room one) in
the administration building. For further information contact Muriel Andrews at 279-4575.

The art department is exhibiting
photographs by artist Joseph P. DeLappe in "Photography Visions" all
day starting today in Gallery 2 in the
Art Building. There will be a reception tomorrow at 6 p.m. For further
information contact DeLappe at 2805671.

The National Honor Society of
Alpha Lambda Delta is having their
third general meeting 7 to 9 p.m.
today in the Guadalupe Room in the
Student Union. For further information contact Bill Bailor at 224-8957.
The art department student galleries will exhibit Marcos Gaitan
works in Gallery 4, Reed Estabrook
class work in Gallery 8, a glass class
show in Herbert Sanders Gallery and
Frances Poole works in the Masters
Gallery all week beginning today in
the Art Building. There will be a reception from 6 to 8 p.m. tomorrow.
For further information contact
Walle Stanton at 395-3797 or the Art
Galleries office.

The Community Committee for
International Students is having conversational English tutoring classes
for all international students today
from 10 a.m. to noon and from I to 3

I

THE TICKErS ARE

ip

C

..

Spartaguide

The Golden Key National Honor
Society is having its first general
meeting at 6 p.m. today in the Almaden Room in the Student Union. For
further information contact Kris
Christian at 294-5658.

*1004-1 ’TNT’s Wirt A
BIT Fog TivorcKers.

The Asian American Christian
Fellowship is having a Bible study by
Gary Okano at 7 p.m. tomorrow in
the Almaden Room in the Student
Union. For further information contact Christina at370-9128.
The Executive Council of Business Students is having a meeting
open to the public at 2 p.m. tomorrow
in the A.S. Council Chambers. For
further information contact Kim Van
Tran at 866-1943.
The Sierra Club is having a meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Pacheco Room in the Student Union.
For further information contact Jenefer Humphreys at446-0731.
Flying Twenty is having a general meeting at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
in the Aeronautics Building room 107.
For further information contact
Steve Heesacken 415-969-8328.

Berkeley bicyclists
not following rules

The Hillel Jewish Student Association is having a lunch with Rabbis
at noon tomorrow at the Hillel office
at 300S. 10th street. For further information contact Marlene at 294-8311.
The Humble Artist Lecture Series is sponsoring Jack DeSilva on
the subject of metal smithing from 5
to 6 p.m. tomorrow in room 133 in the
Art Building. A reception will follow
from 6 to 8 p.m. For further information contact Waite Stanton at 395-3797
or the Art Galleries office.

Bicyclists at the University of
California at Berkeley are being
warned to follow the rules, or else.
Police will be issuing citations to
riders who do not obey the "walk
bike" signs posted on campus, Lt.
Ellen Stetson of the UC police said.
The crackdown on offenders is
designed to keep bicyclists from
blocking accesses designed for handicapped people, she said.

The chemistry department is
having a seminar sponsoring Professor J. Doi from the University of California at Davis with the theme "Kinetics
and
Mechanism
of
Neighboring Group Participation:
Heterocy Intermediates and Products" from 1:30 to 2:20 p.m. tomorrow in room 505 in Duncan Hall.

Bicyclists at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, have been
experiencing problems also, but of a
different nature.
According to Santa Barbara
Sheriff Sam Gross, thefts of student
bicycles account for 70 percent of the
total thefts in Santa Barbara County.
The thefts occur, Gross said, he-

cause students fail to lock them up,
often saying later, "I just left it for a
second."
Some Berkeley officials have
asked Deputy District Attorney Jack
Horner to drop charges against eight
student leaders arrested during antiapartheid protests in June.
Alameda County Supervisor
John George said he is disturbed by
what he sees as Homer’s attempt to
stifle student activism through harsh
legal measures.
George said that prosecuting the
students would be a waste of taxpayers’ money which "ought to be spent
on more serious crimes."
Around Other Campuses is corn piled by Daily staff writer Phil
Loomis.
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Latin group wants funds

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz

Peter Stein

Dry Toast

El Concilio requests funds for earthquake benefit
By David Wenstrom

"They are an on -campus group
and they are trying to provide a service for not only themselves but for
other organizations, as well as the
people of Mexico," McGee said.
The Halloween dance will be held
at The Attic in San Jose, Flores said
Funds raised from tickets sales for
the dance will be distributed equally
among six Latin student groups: El
Concilio, the Hispanic Business Association, MEChA, Mini -Corps, the Society of Latin Engineers and Scientist, and Cara A Cara. Before any
groups recieve funds from the dance,
$200 will be allocated to the Mexican
Earthquake Relief Fund.
El Concilio established a committee to raise money for the relief
fund Sept. 26. Funds collected by the
committee will go to the Mexican Service
Community
American
Agency which is using money to buy
food, clothing and medical supplies
for victims of the Sept. 19 and Sept. 20
Mexican earthquakes.
The funding request El Concilio
submitted to SAC showed a projected
profit of $1,100 from the fund-raiser.
The projection is based on selling 300
$5 tickets before the dance and 100 $6
tickets at the door. Another $400

olv staff writer

"They The Attic) said that they
weren’t going to charge us over
$300," Nevarez said.
SAC member Linda Chandler
said El Concilio had already printed
and distributed fliers promoting the
Nov. 1 event.
"I hate to see them already distributing fliers, assuming we’re
going to give them the money,"
Chandler said.
The fliers state, "Partially
Funded by Associated Students."
After SAC voted to allocate $800
to El Concilio, A.S. Business Administrater Jean Lenart said that profits
from the fund-raiser would have to be
accounted for by the group.
"As long as they’re using A.S.
money, it has to be accounted for,"
Lenart said. "The recommendation
to the board should state how their
profits should be broken down."
SAC decided that the first $300 of
profit would go to the A.S. for repayment of the loan.

The Associated Students Special
Allocations Committee (SAC) recommended an $800 allocation to El Concilio, the first group to apply for A.S.
special allocations funds this semester
The committee voted unaminously to recommend to the A.S.
Board of Directors that El Concilio be
given $500 an special allocations and a
$300 underwrite (a loan). The group
requested $1,405 to fund a Nov. 1 Halloween dance to raise funds for on campus Latin student organizations
and for a Mexican earthquake relief
fund.
Any recommendation for more
than $500 must go before the A.S.
board for a vole. The board is scheduled to vote on SAC’s recommendation Wednesday.
El Concilio, "The Council," is a
12-member council of representatives from six Latin student groups
on campus. The groups represent
about 209 students. Two representatives from each group sit on the council.
"We wanted at least $500 as an alBy Jack Tordjman
location," said Nora Flores, chairwoDaily staff wfuter
man of El Concilio. "That (SACs recMore than 900 SJSU students met
ommendation) will carry us through would come from selling nachos at
with 65 graduate and professional
perfectly fine."
the dance and from donations for the school representatives Wednesday
Flores said before the meeting Mexican Relief Fund.
and had a chance to get familiar with
that she didn’t expect SAC to recomgraduate school at the Career PlanSAC members questioned an
mend the entire $1,405. She said it
ning and Placement’s Graduate
was more than the group needs to put item on the request for $600 for rental Study Day.
of the ballroom at The Attic. It stated
on the fund-raiser.
After a presentation panel on
"negotiating lower price."
A.S. Controller Gabriel Miragraduate school, students were given
Concilio
asked
Flores
and
El
montes
the opportunity to talk to the repTreasurer Angie Nevarez if the group
resentatives and ask questions on the
"could still pull it off" without special
different programs offered as well as
allocations funds.
what requirements they should be
"We would still go on with it, but
aware of, said Cheryl Allmen, Cathe money would have to come out of
reer Planning and Placement assoAn elderly man on an SJSU
ciate director.
our own pockets," Nevarez said.
geology
field
trip
was
reported
She said individual council memGraduate Study Day was demissing Saturday on Fremont
bers would have to use their own
signed to provide SJSU students and
Peak
near
Hollister.
money to fund the dance.
members of the community with the
State forestry rangers and
"What’s the least amount you
opportunity to get information on the
San Benito County sheriff deputies
can get by with from special allocadifferent schools represented at the
began searching for the man late
tions?" Miramontes asked.
event, said Ethel Bryant, coordinator
Saturday night.
"Five hundred dollars," Nevarez
of the program.
As of Sunday morning, the
said.
"I think it’s a good occasion for
search team’s efforts had been unA.S. Director of Business Affairs
all students to check out information
successful.
Patti McGee recommended an $800
and get a first contact with the gradThe sheriff department would
allocation, based on expenses preuate school, find out what’s required
not release the man’s name.
sented by the group in their request.
and be more aware (of it)," said Pol
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"I really feel lye taken
art as far as it’s gonna go

"You’re in luck Mr. Jones.
tonight’s bargain night.’’

’anRhee, a graduate student in sociology.
The SJSU Graduate Studies department was also represented at the
program. Students asked specific
questions on particular areas or programs available at SJSU, said Mary
Deacy, SJSU’s Graduate Studies assistant to the dean.
SJSU students want to go to graduate school primarly for educational
advancement, Deacy said, and the
job they seek is more likely to require
an advanced degree. They also decide to get into graduate school because it will allow them to get a better paying job, she said.
SJSU has 58 graduate degree programs with 25 Master of Arts de,%76..\\

grees, 25 Master of Science degrees
and eight professional and specialized master’s degrees, Deacy said.
By virtue of the CSU planning
system, only so many programs are
allocated for each university. For example, SJSU was chosen for the master’s degree in science of theater, and
therefore, the degree is the only one
in Northern California. Library science is another example, Deacy said.
"I don’t think it’s impossible to
get into graduate school," said Becky
Gallardo, a senior business management major. "Everyone has a chance
and should try to advance. This program is good because students get information right away. Students don’t
have to go out and look for it It’s

NV\ N.N.N.N.\\\

The Varsity Sport of the Mind

right here at school."
Most school representatives took
some background information from
interested students, such as their
name, degree, address and which
program they wanted to get information for, Briand said.
"The program was successful
and students talked to many representatives," Allmen said. "Also we
had 20 percent of community members come to the event. In general
most students have become aware of
the importance of graduate school,
and Graduate Study Day was an opportunity to find out more about the
schools, the programs, the procedures and the requirements right
hereon campus
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SJSU MacFest
INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE

Monday & Tuesday. OCT. 14 tt 15
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
STUDENT UNION MAIN LEVEL
\ Come See Representatives From The Following
Companies Demonstrate Their Macintosh Products
Apple Computer
Assimilation Process
General Micro
Great Wave Software
Koala Technologies
Living Videotext
Lotus
Microsoft
Sierra Information Systems
Sony Diskettes
West Ridge Designs

SPECIAL SEMINARS:
MONDAY, OCT. 14,

8
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Students get acquainted with grad school

Elderly man
missing

c

,

Umunhum Room, 2nd Floor Student Union

MICROSOFT EXCEL
1 :00pm to 2:00pm
Microsoft’s newest Macintosh software package
Complete Spreadsheet with Business Graphics and Database

Featuring Susan Startt, Microsoft Education Account Executive
TUESDAY, OCT. 15,

Umunhum Room, 2nd Floor Student Union

MUSIC AND THE MACINTOSH
1200pm to 1 :00pm
Discussion and Demonstration of all Great Wave Software Products
Using Synthesizers and MIDI interfaces with the Macintosh

Featuring Chad Mitchell, Principle Programer,
Great Wave Software

ON CAMPUS
TOURNAMENT
THURS., OCT. 24 &
FRI., OCT. 25
S.U. Umunhum Room

Get your team of 4 players
and sign up at the S.U. Info
Center before October 21.

SIGN UP NOW!!

COMPUTERS ON CAMPUS
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Faculty Development Of Software
Management Of Different Brands
Of Microcomputers On Campus

Cooperation With Other Universities
In Computing
Use Of Computers In Liberal Arts

Featuring Dr. Michael Carter, Stanford University
512K Macintosh,
External Disk Drive,
lmagewriter Printer,
Carrying Case, 10 Apple
Diskettes:
$2,450 or $99 per Month’.

512K Macintosh:
$1,695 or $69 per Month
512K Upgrade Kit:
$369 or $20 per Month

Offer Valid Until December 31. 1985
See Spartan Bookstore Computer / Electronics Department For Details
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